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lengthy earlier than the Bible advised of Adam and Eve, Jacob and Esau, and Deborah and
Samson, the Egyptians shared legends of Geb and Nut, Horus and Set, and Neith and ReHerakhte. a hundred and one Myths of the Bible breaks down stories from Genesis to Esther to
bare the sooner tales hidden in the previous Testament.Delving into mythology from
neighboring cultures and reading misconceptions in tales we all know so well, Gary Greenberg
exposes the origins of biblical stories and uncovers the ways that scriptural heritage took shape.
We examine that: the good Flood could have lasted greater than 101 Myths of the Bible thrice
longer than forty days. Jacob's ladder mimics Egyptian principles in regards to the soul
mountaineering to heaven. the tale of Aaron fashioning a golden calf used to be created to
discredit Aaronite priests. via old facts, old legends, and smooth studies, a hundred and one
Myths of the Bible discloses the interesting secrets and techniques embedded within the roots
of monotheistic faith.Gary Greenberg, a brand new York urban legal professional and president
of the Biblical Archaeology Society of latest York, is the writer of The Moses Mystery: The
African Origins of the Jewish People, reprinted in paperback because the Bible Myth: The
African Origins of the Jewish People. He has written for a number of Egyptological journals and
keeps an internet site at www.biblemyth.com. Mr. Greenberg has lectured usually on historic
history, mythology, and biblical studies, and has authored a number of books and articles on
quite a few subjects.
i made a decision many years again to begin doing whatever approximately my loss of Biblical
literacy. at the shiny side, Greenberg's a hundred and one Myths of the Bible used to be no
longer the sort of negative first step that i used to be became off from the endeavor. However, it
didn't make for a really auspicious start.This book's fundamental firm is to light up parallels
among numerous dozen Biblical tales and the myths of alternative historical societies with
whom the traditional Hebrews had contact. Greenberg rests his burden seriously upon the
traditional Egyptians, which if we do not reject the legend of Hebrew exile in Egypt as itself a
myth, turns out a cheap street for research. Greenberg's higher schedule seems to be the
gathering of circumstantial proof in prefer of his thesis that the Pharaoh Akhenaten's failed scan
with monotheism used to be co-opted via the exiles, and transmogrified into their "native"
religion. this can be a neat inspiration yet Greenberg does not particularly make a case for it
during this book, in 101 Myths of the Bible its place referring the reader to different titles of his
personal and not, sadly, to any indication of broader scholarly help for it.That failing brings me
to my greatest challenge with this book--it does not in particular cite its references. A
"Suggested Reading" part on the finish is helpful, yet this can be no replacement for footnotes
for every of the assertions Greenberg makes in his bills of the one hundred and one myths.The
author's procedure additionally turns out a bit strange; the identify is flagrantly provocative,
which brought on my skeptical brain to wonder whether i used to be being manipulated--but in
his preface and conclusion, he appears at pains to safeguard his pious aims.Because such a lot
of humans think the authors of a number of the Bible 101 Myths of the Bible books have been
divinely inspired, and because this ebook explores the resources for plenty of Bible stories, I
wish to think about this assortment as a 101 Myths of the Bible recovery of God's footnotes for

the Bible, placing again within the resource citations the authors left out. (p. xiii)...while biblical
background doesn't meet our present general for ancient writing, the list exhibits that,
regardless of Herodotus's acceptance because the father of history, early Hebrew writers similar
to J, E, P, and D, invented the style and have been the 1st precise historians. They built-in great
quantities of documentation and tradition, wrote grand epic money owed of Israel's origins that
spanned many generations and produced appealing literature within the process. Ironically, it's
the very act of incorporating all of the legendary fabric into their histories that allows us to
validate loads of what's lacking from the historic record. (p. 299)While one hundred and one
Myths of the Bible presumes what i might bet is a Sunday School-level familiarity with many
renowned Bible stories--a grounding I lacked on the time and which restricted its accessibility to
me--the above language isn't the style that might calm the easily-angered literalists and
fundamentalists, nor does the effusing over old Hebrews being the 1st or maximum at this or
that galvanize the secular mind. On most sensible of the gratuitous dogging of Herodotus, a
gesture that turns out comparable to historical Jewish inner squabbles over "Hellenization",
Greenberg is both ignorant of, or willfully disregarding, the chinese language historic tradition,
which additionally has a protracted pedigree.Interestingly, the writer isn't really a historian or
pupil by means of training, yet a training attorney, whose back-matter biography 101 Myths of
the Bible boasts at size of his criminal credentials, and takes time to notice the very fact of his
appearances on courtroom TV. i'm uncertain how any of this burnishes his authority as a
Biblical scholar.Another oddity is that during the another way seemingly-reasonable "Suggested
Reading" part within the again matter, no point out is made from Oxford University's a number of
reference books at the Bible, that are extremely popular via either most of the people and 101
Myths of the Bible Christian seminaries of many denominations.Furthermore, Greenberg treats
purely the licensed model of the Bible (a.k.a. the KJV, "King James Version"), and given how
contributors of the King-James-Only circulate will overflow with purposes 101 Myths of the Bible
to not learn this booklet prior to they even crack the cover, Greenberg's self-imposed obstacle
leaves me considering back who he notion his viewers was. no matter if one rejects the NRSV
as "too liberal", the NIV and NASB are either renowned within the United States. If Greenberg is
making an attempt to arrive a Jewish audience, no connection with the JPS betrays this 101
Myths of the Bible intent.On most sensible of every little thing else, like such a lot of books
claiming to be approximately "The Bible", Greenberg's paintings confines itself virtually totally to
101 Myths of the Bible early books of the Bible (in the 101 Myths of the Bible Christian ordering,
Genesis via First Kings). Esther and Daniel get one access each, with Daniel's being the not-soshocking (to those who have learn a a minimum of a smattering of Biblical criticism) revelation
that his "prophecies" have been written after the occasions he predicted, and the account
backdated to set up his prescience.Conservative believers could have no time for this or the
other booklet on faith that is not the KJV (excepting, of course, the Revelation based on LaHaye
and Jenkins). To secular readers, i will not suggest Isaac Asimov's consultant to the Bible
hugely enough. (Caution: its web page count number is set a thousand pages larger than
Greenberg's, so it is an undertaking.) Asimov, like Greenberg, was once no Biblical scholar, and
regardless of having a name as an egoist, was once humble approximately his credentials with
appreciate to his personal undertaking. whereas Asimov, too, eschews footnote references for
the main part, he doesn't purport to be forwarding his personal pioneering learn within the
historical past of historical Hebrew faith (which Greenberg does suggest--see above). so much
importantly, in contrast to Greenberg, Asimov particularly does deal with the entire Bible--Old
and New Testaments, with a number of Apocryphal books thrown in for reliable measure. better

of all, Asimov does not think you could have already learn the Bible or attended a enough
volume of non secular companies to understand all of its most renowned stories, not like
Greenberg.Greenberg's booklet was once slightly a blind alley for me, 101 Myths of the Bible
and except those that already think his concept of the foundation of Hebrew religion, i can't think
about an individual for whom it would not be. Secular fogeys usually are not gobsmacked each
time he reveals parallels among the mythoi of adjacent, contemporaneous historical cultures,
and conventional believers could be insulted by way of the very try and search for them--when
it's their very own myths being so explored.
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